Abstract: Single-pixel imaging (SPI) is an emerging technique which has attracted wide attention in various fields. However, restricted by the low reconstruction quality and large amount of requisite measurements, SPI's practical application is still in its infancy. Inspired by the fact that natural scenes exhibit unique degenerated structures in the low-dimensional subspace, we propose to take advantage of such local prior via convolutional sparse coding to implement high fidelity SPI. Specifically, we can represent the target scene via convolving with a set of statistically learned kernels, with the convolution coefficient matrix being sparse. We introduce the above local prior into conventional SPI framework to promote the final reconstruction quality. Experiments both on synthetic data and real captured data demonstrate that our method can achieve better reconstruction from the same measurements, or reduce the number of required measurements for the same reconstruction quality.
Introduction
Single-Pixel imaging (SPI) is an emerging imaging scheme capturing the target scene using a photodiode. Specifically, the object can be reconstructed by correlating the outputs of two beams: one interacts with the target object and is recorded by a bucket detector, and the other is directly collected by a spatially resolved detector. At the beginning, SPI was considered as a unique imaging mechanism of entangled photons in quantum physics [1] , which was referred as ghost imaging (GI). Soon after, such configuration is also proved to be applicable for classic thermal light sources [2] - [4] . Replacing the spatially resolved detector in the reference arm with programmable illumination makes SPI more flexible and ready to be put into practical applications, such as fluorescence imaging [5] , remote sensing [6] , 3D reconstruction [7] , optical encryption [8] , [9] , and object tracking [10] , [11] .
So far, three typical categories of reconstruction algorithms for SPI have been proposed: linear correlation [12] - [15] , the alternating projection (AP) [16] - [18] and compressive sensing (CS) based reconstruction [19] , [20] . The correlation-based methods restore the target scene through second order or higher order correlations, which compute fast but suffer from low reconstruction quality. The AP algorithm incorporates the constraints from the patterned illumination and correlated measurements in spatial and the Fourier domain alternatively. It typically iterates 100 ∼ 200 rounds (each round includes iterations incorporating information from all the measurements) until the final convergence. In contrast, the compressed sensing algorithm in SPI introduces the image priors into the under-determined linear system to reduce the solution space, and thus needs much fewer measurements and of faster convergence.
In terms of image priors, researchers generally uses global and local priors. Two widely used global priors for the target images are representation sparsity and small total variation (TV) [21] . The former states that natural images can be sparsely represented in some orthogonal basis such as DCT and wavelet [22] , [23] , and the latter considers the high frequency components are statistically of low probability. Besides, the natural images locally exhibit unique degenerate structures, which can be sparsely denoted in the low-dimensional self-characteristic subspace. For example, image statistics suggest that the image patches can be well represented by a small subset of an over-complete dictionary [24] - [27] , which is termed as the sparse coding (SC). Local prior as such in sparse coding has been widely used and achieved state-of-the-art performances in computer vision tasks, e.g., denoising, deblurring, impainting, super resolution imaging and machine learning. Generally, patch-based window sliding is the most widely used reconstruction scheme. Each patch can be sparsely represented and the whole image is reconstructed by averaging these patches. Patch-based SC considers overlapped patches separately and average them for final reconstruction. Although the patch-based method can achieve high-quality representation, two arising limitations suppress the final reconstruction. First, since the small variance of intrinsic structures (such as shift or rotation) is indistinguishable due to the independent mechanism in patchbased SC, the learned dictionary is highly redundant. Second, the overlap-averaging mechanism leads to inconsistency among overlapped patches [28] . Moreover, the huge computational load in optimization constraints the feasibility in high resolution imaging. For example, [27] can only handle the 64 × 64 pixel images.
As opposed to the patched-based SC, the convolutional sparse coding (CSC) decomposes the whole image into some sparse feature maps, and thus avoid the prior consistency of learned atoms and inconsistency among overlapping patches. In this paper, we propose to impose local prior via convolutional sparse coding under the compressive sensing framework for high fidelity single-pixel imaging. Through convolution operation, the CSC can handle images with higher pixel resolution than patched-based SC. Our approach can also greatly improve the reconstruction quality in nonspatially resolved imaging technique compared with current state-of-the-art methods.
Method
To fully exploit the image prior both globally and locally, we incorporate these two priors together for high fidelity reconstruction. Mathematically, we can learn the kernels of CSC from a large numbers of nature images by following optimization [29] , [30] arg min
where each image x j can be generated by summing up convolutions of vectorized 2D kernels d k and corresponding sparse feature maps s j k . Here x j and s j k are both in vectorized form. The coefficient β weights the 1 penalty, and we set β = 1 for a proper tradeoff between prior regularity and data fitting accuracy as in [30] . The operation * denotes the 2D convolution defined over the vectorized inputs. We use the fast and flexible algorithm proposed in [30] to obtain the convolutional basis for CSC.
After the kernel learning as shown in Fig. 1 , the convolutional basis can be utilized to decompose the target image sparsely. Introducing this local prior into SPI reconstruction, the optimization can be formulated as arg min
Here is the transformation matrix towards the transform domain with sparse representation, such as DCT or TV. is the sampling matrix with each row denoting the vectorized illumination pattern, y is the single pixel measurement and λ is the balancing weight. The first term in the objective function is the global constraint defined in the DCT or TV domain, and the second term local constraint on the learned dictionary. For simplicity, we remove the intermediate variable x and apply simple substitutions to rewrite Eq. 2 as arg min
We solve above optimization by alternating direction method of multipliers (ADMM) algorithm [31] , and then the target scene x can be obtained by the optimum s * k . As for the convolution calculation in Eq. (3), we first transform s k and d k into the Fourier space, implement Hadamard product, and then transform back to spatial domain afterwards. This implementation is faster than directly applying convolution in spatial domain, since both Fourier transform and Hadamard product involve only simple matrix multiplication.
Experiments on Synthetic Data
To evaluate the performance of our method quantitatively, we conduct a series of simulations. We first learn the convolutional kernels of CSC from 20 randomly chosen images from the database built by the Stanford Vision Lab [32] . Each kernel of the learned dictionary is set to 11 × 11 pixels, and we have 100 kernels in total (the learned dictionary is shown in Fig. 1 ). Here we adopt the same dictionary size as in [30] to achieve good performance for general natural scenes. Then we conduct the CSC-based SPI reconstruction using the ADMM optimization. The image size of target reconstruction and modulation patterns are both 128 × 128 pixels. All the test images are not in the training set. The measurement is generated following the imaging formulation: inner product of the target scene and patterns. Since the CSC is a prior generally compatible with conventional reconstruction, we integrate CSC together with two widely used global priors achieving state-ofthe-art performance in SPI -TV minimization and sparsity in DCT domain.
To show the performance of CSC prior, we first conduct a simulation on several images under different compression ratios (i.e., ratio between the number of used patterns and the pixels number in the final reconstruction). We compare the reconstruction of three different methods: conventional global prior (TV, DCT), combing global prior and patch based sparse coding (TV+SC, DCT+SC), and combing global prior with convolutional sparse coding (TV+CSC, DCT+CSC). We vary the sampling ratios at 10%, 15%, 20%, 25%, 30% and 35%. Here for TV+SC or DCT+SC, we use the patch-prior based single pixel imaging algorithm proposed in [27] . The results are shown in Fig. 2 . Comparatively, the reconstruction using TV prior exhibits higher quality than DCT prior since most test images are with non-periodic structures. In terms of both peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) and root mean square error (RMSE), introducing CSC can significantly improve the SPI reconstruction. Specifically, the promotion of PSNR is about 3.65 dB∼6.30 dB over TV prior, and 5.04 dB∼8.67 dB over DCT prior. The improvement in terms of RMSE is also significant, although there exist diversity among different compression ratios and different images. The consistent promotion is attributed to the complementary combination of global and local priors, which further reduces the solution space and improves the reconstruction accuracy. In contrast, the patch-prior based SPI exhibits only limited improvement and at high computation load. For example, to handle an 128 × 128 image under 10% compression ratio, one requires more than 32.3 GB RAM. The advantages of CSC based local prior comes from the higher sparsity and free of blocking artifacts in computation of the patch overlapping regions. Due to the low efficiency of patch-prior based method in [27] , we do not include this method in the following simulations.
To comprehensively evaluating the effectiveness of CSC prior, we investigate the average promotion by CSC on an image set under different compression ratios, ranging from 0.1 to 1.0 with the interval of 0.1. The test data set consists of 12 images from four different groups: person, animal, building and scenery, with 3 images in each group. We plot the average promotion, the error bar quantifying standard deviation, and the extremum in Fig. 3 . The result tells that CSC consistently improves the reconstruction under all the settings. The average improvement by integrating CSC prior with TV prior is about 3.4∼9.6 dB (PSNR) and 0.004∼0.037 (RMSE), while the promotion with respect to DCT is 3.6∼9.7 dB (PSNR) and 0.011∼0.107 (RMSE). The results show that CSC brings the largest promotion at high sampling ratio both in terms of PSNR and RMSE. Besides, the improvement by introducing CSC exhibit large diversity among test images. In sum, the simulation result in Fig. 3 demonstrates that we can achieve high fidelity image quality in SPI through introducing CSC as prior of local structures in the target scene.
System noise, such as the sensor's readout noise or intensity fluctuation of light source, is inevitable during the actual SPI imaging process, so here we test the noise-robustness of four aforementioned algorithms. We simulate the system noise by superimposing Gaussian white noise onto the measurements at the sensor, with the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) ranging from 10 dB to 100 dB, and choose RMSE as the evaluation metric. Without loss of generality, we fix the sampling ratio as 0.25 in data synthesis (experimentally the results at different sampling ratios show similar trends). The quantitative performance comparison (i.e., RMSE) among above four algorithms on two classic images -"Lena" and "House" -are shown in Fig. 4 . The error for each noise level on the RMSE is determined through Monte Carlor simulation on one hundred samplings. Overall, the reconstruction of all the algorithms improves as the noise level decreases, and becomes stable when the SNR exceeds 70 dB. As aforementioned, since the DCT algorithms performs well for reconstructing periodic structures, while TV related methods show advantages over DCT related ones, especially under higher SNR. The promotion after CSC introduction is increasing as the noise level decreases, both for TV and DCT prior. This result would provide guidance in actual experiment: minimising system noise would achieve higher promotion through introducing CSC prior additionally.
Experiments on Real Captured Data
Finally, we experimentally demonstrate the performance of our method on a SPI prototype. The scheme of our experimental setup is shown in Fig. 5 . The light emitted from the halogen lamp is first collimated by a beam collimator composed of a condense lens, an optical integrator and a shaping lens. After collimation, a digital micro-mirror device (DMD) modulates the incoming light with random patterns. The outgoing light from the DMD is expanded by the projecting lens as scene illumination. After interaction with the target scene, the outgoing beam is converged by a collecting lens and finally captured by a bucket detector.
In implementation, the pixel resolution is 128 × 128, consistent with the simulation. We set the compression ratio as 0.25 and capture approximately 4100 measurements. During the capture, several factors might influence the final reconstruction, such as the fluctuation of light source and background light, the instability of detector sensitivity, and minor vibration of the light path. To effectively suppress these system noise, we record each measurement by averaging over 200 samplings, and choose the maximum amplification gain of the bucket detector. As shown in Fig. 6 , although there still exist some artifacts in the reconstruction, the reconstruction after introducing CSC prior demonstrates significant superiority over conventional methods. Benefiting from the introduced local prior, the reconstruction at 0.25 compression ratio is decent: the noisy background is suppressed and local details are reconstructed well. For example, the first four images exhibit sharper edges and cleaner background after CSC introduction; the number "60" in the image "Butterfly" can be obviously resolved in TV+CSC. In sum, through imposing sparse constraints under the SPI framework, the reconstruction quality could be improved significantly.
Conclusion
In conclusion, this paper proposes a high fidelity reconstruction algorithm for single-pixel imaging, by introducing convolutional sparse coding as a complementary counterpart to widely used global prior such as TV minimization and DCT coefficient sparsity. By incorporating above combinational constraints into the SPI framework, the reconstruction exhibits significant promotion and thus can decrease the required numbers of measurements in practical applications. The simulations tell that the average PSNR promotion at different compression ratios is approximately 2.5 ∼ 6.4 dB for TV and 3.4 ∼ 13.7 dB for DCT. Moreover, the experiments of our prototype also demonstrate the advantage of the proposed method.
In terms of computational load, the convolutional basis can be learned beforehand, and the time consuming convolutional operator in the optimization could be transformed to matrix multiplication in the Fourier domain. Therefore, the optimization in our algorithm would not introduce additional calculation complexity to conventional compressive sensing based methods.
Besides, our method is a general reconstruction algorithm for SPI, so it is compatible with most SPI setups. For example, we can introduce CSC into characterization of entangled photon pairs to improve the final reconstruction in quantum optics [33] . We can also learn the dictionary for a specific target scene for higher precision, and thus has the potential to broaden the practical application of single-pixel imaging.
